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STEWART & ASSOCIATES LAW OFFICE, LLC 

The vision of founder Attorney Peter A. Stewart III is to create a law business for the 21st Century 

that has a “Client-Centered” approach to providing legal services. In this vision, the tools, 

technology, systems and practices of the business are utilized to meet the client where they are, 

whether the client be a large corporation needing to maintain federal regulatory compliance or a 

married couple wanting to leave their family home to their grandchildren through an estate plan.  

Stewart & Associates has implemented the latest law firm management applications and combined 

them with the most cutting-edge legal research and writing software platforms available. We have 

also contracted with an online network of attorneys from across Mississippi and the entire country 

to be able to do two things: 

1. Serve any client regardless of size with the highest quality legal services; and 

2. Provide a fee package that is affordable for either the individual or large corporation. 

Attorney Peter A. Stewart III is a 1992 graduate of the University of Mississippi School of Law 

and has over 23 years of experience in the areas of estate planning, probate, criminal defense, real 

estate and medical malpractice.  

A unique selling point of the estate planning practice is that Attorney Stewart also holds insurance 

licenses in Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee and Alabama. This empowers Attorney 

Stewart with the ability to not only do estate planning from the legal side but also provide the 

necessary financial funding of an estate as well. 

We encourage you to schedule a consultation and learn about our commitment to being 

Mississippi’s number one, “Client-Centered” law business. Experience the difference it makes in 

your case.  

Thank you. 
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